After every U.S. national census, a state legislature is required to redraw the boundaries of congressional districts in order to account for changes in population. At the moment this is done in a highly partisan way, with districting done in order to maximize the benefits to the party in power. This is a threat to U.S's democracy. There have been proposals to take the re--districting out of the hands of political parties and give to an "independent" commission. Independence is hard to come by and in this thesis we want to explore the possibility of computer generated districts that as far as possible to avoid partisan "gerrymandering". The idea we have is to treat every possible redistricting as a state in a Markov Chain: every state is obtained by its former state in random way. With some technical conditions, we will get a near uniform member of the states after running sufficiently long time (the mixing time). Then we can say the uniform member is an impartial distribution. Based on the geographical and statistical data of Pennsylvania, I have achieved the Markov Chain algorithm with several constraints, done optimization experiments and a web interface is going to be made to show the results.
Contents 1 Preliminaries

Markov Chain and Mixing Time
A Markov chain is a sequence of random variables X1, X2, X3, ... with the Markov property, namely that, given the present state, the future and past states are independent. Formally, , if both sides of the equation are well defined. The possible values of Xi form a countable set S called the state space of the chain. Markov chains are often described by a directed graph, where the edges are labeled by the probabilities of going from one state to the other states. In probability theory, the mixing time of a Markov chain is the time until the Markov chain is "close" to its steady state distribution.
More precisely, a fundamental result about Markov chains is that a finite state irreducible aperiodic chain has a unique stationary distribution π and, regardless of the initial state, the time--t distribution of the chain converges to π as t tends to infinity. Mixing time refers to any of several variant formalizations of the idea: how large must t be until the time--t distribution is approximately π? One variant, variation distance mixing time, is defined as the smallest t such that
Metropolis chain
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm can draw samples from any probability distribution P(x), provided you can compute the value of a function f(x) which is proportional to the density of P. The lax requirement that f (x) should be merely proportional to the density, rather than exactly equal to it, makes the MetropolisHastings algorithm particularly useful, because calculating the necessary normalization factor is often extremely difficult in practice.
The data issues
A Census County Division (CCD) is a subdivision of a county used by the United States Census Bureau for the purpose of presenting statistical data. A CCD is a relatively permanent statistical area delineated cooperatively by the Census Bureau and state and local government authorities. The tract--based data is called "census tracts" of the 2010 census by the census bureau. Many of the tracts are identical to the county subdivisions as used before. The tracts, however, are used at the very earliest stage of the census decade process, and the only published items of demographic tract data are the number of people living in the tract and the number of houses. Because most social scientists are interested in more detailed social information (age, income, occupation, education, sex, race, etc.) researchers probably use tracts much less frequently than county subdivisions or any of several other census bureau geographic divisions. However, since our project requires polygonal divisions geographically and needs only the total population demographically, the tracts appear to be our best choice of divisions. Significantly there are fewer "composites" and "groups" in the tracts than there are in the county subdivisions.
Introduction
The Gerrymandering Problem
In the process of setting electoral districts, gerrymandering is a practice that attempts to establish a political advantage for a particular party or group by manipulating district boundaries to create partisan advantaged districts. The resulting district is known as a gerrymander; however, that word can also refer to the process. When used to allege that a given party is gaining disproportionate power, the term gerrymandering has negative connotations. In addition to its use achieving desired electoral results for a particular party, gerrymandering may be used to help or hinder a particular demographic, such as a political, ethnic, racial, linguistic, religious, or class group, such as in U.S. federal voting district boundaries that produce a majority of constituents representative of African--American or other racial minorities, known as "majority--minority districts".
The Gerrymandering Voting results at State of Pennsylvania
Let we use the State of Pennsylvania as an example, in the House of Representatives, there are 18 representatives for the 18 districts in Pennsylvania, then people in one district vote for the representative in their districts. Figure  1 .1 shows the result of 2010 voting at Pennsylvania, the Republican as the party in power at the state gained only 48.8% of votes but 72.2% of seats at the House of Representatives. But how do they achieve this? Figure 1 .2 shows the districting results drawn by Republicans. The shape is quite "Gerrymandering" indeed. 
Related Works
People has proposed and applied many different methods on "Gerrymandering Problem" in general so far, however as far as we know, there has been no work working on the State of Pennsylvania yet. Works have been down including solving the districting problem by modeling it as a Markov decision process rewarding traditional measures of district "goodness": equality of population, continuity, preservation of county lines, and compactness of shape. And Multi--Seeded Growth Model simulates the creation of a fixed number of districts for an arbitrary geography by "planting seeds" for districts and specifying particular growth rules. There is also work using simulated annealing algorithm to find the simplest and fairest way to draw districts on a state.
Ideas and The Structure of Modeling Methods
There are 2518 County subdivisions (around 3000 tracts instead) at Pennsylvania, which are the basic units made up of the 18 districts. What's more, the districts need to be simply connected, compact and balanced in Population. Referring to compact, we define a compact score to measure compactness of districting results as the following:
Referring to "balanced in population", we use the balanced score, which is population's standard error divide mean to quantify:
4.1 Definition of "Impartial Redistricting"
"Impartial" or "fair" is quite a subjective requirement indeed. I proposed two ways for definition of "Impartial" here. The first one is that reasonable districting will have the same chance to appear. Then we need a criterion for "reasonable". This includes simply connected, "compact" and "balanced in population". And then how to get every districting has the same chance to appear? We need to use Metropolis Algorithm to modify the final stationary distribution into a uniform distribution. So every "reasonable districting" has the same probability to appear. The other way for "Impartial Districting" is that the better the districting is, the higher probability the districting will have to appear. "Better" will also be a mixture of simply connected, balanced in population and compact. This will also be achieved by the metropolis algorithm.
Problem abstraction
Think of a state as divided into precincts P1, P2,..., PM where precinct Pi，has eligible voting population pi for i = 1,2,...,M. The set [M] = {1,2, ..., M} must be partitioned into districts D = (D1, D2, . . . , DK ).
There are various requirements that D must satisfy. The most obvious is that the populations Π j = Σi∈Dj pi must be "close" in size. Another is geometric. The area covered by each Dj should be connected (ignoring questions about islands in the middle of large rivers).
The results of re--districting can be highly unrepresentative. As an artificial example suppose that 3 divides M and that M = 100K. There are two parties A and B and A does the re--districting. Suppose that all precints have the same population and p1, p2,..., pM/3 vote solidly for party B, whereas in the remaining districts the vote will be 51% for party A and 49% for party B. Suppose now we make a partition Di = {100(i − 1) + 1,...,100i} for i = 1,2,...,K. Then in an election party A will win 2/3 of the seats while party B will receive 66% of the votes cast.
Detailed Algorithmic Work
the "dual graph"
How do we model the geographical data in State of Pennsylvania in our algorithm? The way Professor Danny Sleator proposed is that we model every "county--subdivision" ("tract" in the new version of data) as a simple polygon. The first advantage is for efficient computing. The geographical data points, which consist of the boundaries of basic districting unit, are quite dense and most of them are redundant in our algorithm at all (though redundant in the Markov Chain Algorithm, they are necessary in the visualization part). So we only pick up the crucial points (which are at the corner between different districting unit). The method we are going to pick up the points is to test whether they have more than or equal to three unit neighbors. The second method is to take the "Dual Graph" of the first method. In order to decrease the reliability of the boundary data, instead of modeling the basic unit of districting as a polygon, in this case we model it as a point in graph. The attributes like population, circumferences and area of the unit are saved as attribute in the point. And we need to calculate adjacent information advance from the boundary data to extract the adjacent information between units. The first method was completely implemented in java language with map visualization. The rest of this part will write on the details. The second method is presented as a new algorithm proposal for further experiments.
Random Walk Algorithm
In our model, every redistricting is treated as a state in a Markov Chain, then state transition is achieved by randomly flipping basic units - county subdivisions. Every transition, the simply connected function is used to reject "not simply connected" movement, and functions controlling compactness and balanced in population is also achieved.
Algorithm: Markov Chain to Redistricting
Data preprocessing and graph model built
While(n----){ // n is the iteration times, that is the random walk times in Markov Chain
Randomly pick up one boundary line between two districts;
Randomly choose one boundary county--subdivision next to the boundary line;
If(flipping will not obey simply connected and other constraints)
Flip the county--subdivision from the original district to the adjacent districts; }
The Initial State and "Prerun Mode"
According to the memory less property of Markov Chain, initial state will not determine the ultimate results. So we build an initial state like this, there are 17 districts containing only 1 county--subdivision and other 1 district containing the rest of all the county subdivision. An illustration of it on 50 * 50 grid test data is like Figure 3 .1. It is called initial state. Then a "prerun" mode is implemented to grow the small district into bigger one. Only slightly change is needed from the former main algorithm to achieve this mode. 
Second Modeling Method
Before we abstracted the tract as polygon, and pick up boundary lines to do random walk, while this relies on precise boundary data of tract which we don't have. Now instead I hope to abstract the tract as one point, not consider their geographical shape during random walk. But just paint their shapes when visualization. Since during the random walk, the constraint regarding to the geographical shape is only "simply--connected". Maybe adjacency relationship between tracts is enough for achieving it. So we assume from Professor David Miller's data, we can get precise adjacency relationship information (by "adjacency relationship" I mean tract Tom is adjacent to tract Jerry). Since there are around 2000 tracts. So we keep a 2000 * 2000 0--1 matrix for the adjacent relationship. Then we check the simply connected constraints only based on the matrix. This will make the algorithm amazingly easy.
Explore the Geographical Data
There are three kinds of county--subdivision type of the state of Pennsylvania shows as Figure 6 .1: simple polygon, composite object and group of objects. Different computational geometry methods are applied to deal with them. Figure 6 .1 There are also many different kinds of problems in the data format as the following figures show. The result is after 40000 times "prerun" mode and 20000 times "run" model. This is a result with only "simply connected" control. Figure 7 .1 Figure 7 .2 shows districting result after 50000 random walk on the county--subdivision based data. Different colors denote different districts. Since there are many problems with the data, so the districting result is not very desirable yet. Figure 7 .2 Figure 7 .3 shows the balanced score's variation during four times 40000 + 20000 random walk. Figure 7 .4 is the average of the four lines on Figure 7 .3. It is obviously that there is an increasing trend of the balanced score; we can understand is as that entropy of the system increase during the random walk process. To gain knowledge on how to get "compact" and "balanced in population" districting, a population following normal distribution (mean 100, standard variance 50) is assigned to every county subdivision. The experimental results of the baseline and simulated--annealing are showed in Figure 7 
Conclusion
Random walk on the real data is much more complicated than 50 * 50 test grid data, before we abstract every subdivision as a simple polygon, however, this rely on the perfectness of the data, which is hard to achieve after several tries. A new abstraction method is proposed to decrease the reliability of data, which is to treat every county--subdivision as a node in the graph, then save information regarding population, boundary length and area in the node and the edge between nodes. A reformulation of the algorithm is needed. Furthermore, we also want to control the uniform distribution we gain from the Markov Chain, that's the reason why we use the Markov Chain method on the problem. Metropolis--Hastings Algorithm is needed to modify the transition matrix to in the process.
